THE SCIENCE OF

DA RTS
The Dubai Darts Masters arrives in the city this month along with the
world’s top players. But what goes in to the making of a darts champion?
Wo rd s : L o u i s e Q u i c k // I l l u s t rat i o n : J o h n M a r s l a n d

T

his month eight of the world’s finest dart
players will make their way up to the oche,
their walk-on music just audible above the
roaring crowd of thousands – some in fancy
dress, others frantically waving ‘180’ cards in
the air expectantly – to battle it out for the title of Dubai
Duty Free Darts Masters champion and the US$200,000 prize.
Despite appearances, professional darts is not just cheers,
booze and strobe lighting. There is much more going on
both behind the scenes and between the ears than some
may suspect. It is a game of precision, concentration and
perfected technique.
Paul Gillings, a qualified sports performance analyst and
the man behind the Darts Performance Centre, talks us
through the inner workings of the champion dart players.
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Technique (tek-neek)
The fundmentals behind hitting a 180

“Golf and darts are not that different in as
far as technique is probably 90 per cent of
the sport,” says Paul Gillings, who started
the Darts Performance Centre, coaching
players by analysing the intricacies and
biomechanics of a player’s throw as well as
their mentality.
The game might sound simple but he
says, “I still watch players who are in the
top 16 of the PDC (Professional Darts
Corporation) and think they’re still making
fundamental errors that we see in the pub
players.”
Two of the most common errors that
even the top players fall victim to involve
firstly stance – “some players sling the
dart from the side of their head; can you
imagine an archer or a pistol shooter at
the Olympics aiming the gun or arrow from
the side of their head?” – as well as their
movement – “there are still a lot of players
who look like they’re stood on a bouncy
castle”.
But if these players are some of the top
of their profession it is really a problem
if their technique may not be perfect?
Paul argues, “The margins are very small
between players at the top and it’s the little
tweaks when they’ve reached that stage
that set them apart from the rest.”
“Getting that precision and narrowing
down that tenth of a centimetre, that’s the
difference between getting a 16 and a 20.”

Weight (weyt)

How weight has affected the champions
Dart players may not be notoriously
slender athletes, but it turns out there
could be a sporting advantage to not
slimming down. British sporting legend
Phil ‘The Power’ Taylor has been crowned
World Champion 16 times and is described
by the PDC as “The greatest player ever to
throw a dart”.
But in both 2003 and 2014 Taylor lost
a massive amount of weight before the
darting season and both times it coincided
with a significant drop in his game. In fact,
in 2003 when Taylor reportedly lost three
stone over four months Sid Waddell, the
famous commentator, claimed, “He’s lost
muscle weight below the navel and that
32
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How to throw the perfect dart:
The key to the perfect throw is to remember
BEEF and that doesn’t mean a steak dinner
before a game. It stands for:
BALANCE: It’s important to maintain a strong
stance and avoid the bouncy-castle effect. As
Paul says, “You wouldn’t want somebody with a
rifle aiming at a bullseye while their body sways
from left to right, back to forth.”
EYES: To hone an aim make sure the dart is in
the bottom of your eyeline before you throw –

has affected his balance. He now often
throws a quarter to half an inch below the
60 bed.”
While he regained his form and
maintains that personal issues were to
blame, Paul agrees that Taylor would have
had to essentially relearn his throw after
going through such a dramatic weight loss.
“His arm would have been lighter.
Because of the loss of weight he would
have had to adjust his throw,” he explains.
“There’s no dispute in my mind that it had
an influence on both occasions.”

Psychology
(sy-kohl-uh-ji)
Is darts all in the head?

Like most sports, mentality is a huge
part of the game. The Guardian recently
described darts as “like a constant penalty
shoot-out – the kind of pressure under
which our top footballers often go to
pieces.” Add to that the roar of thousands
and the judging glare of the onlookers, TV
cameras and lights and it is easy to see
that dart players need considerable innercalm, confidence and concentration.
As Paul says, “If you drift off in a
football match there are 10 other guys
running around covering you, but if you
drift off in a darts match after three or four
minutes you could have lost four legs and

“It gives you a reference point”.
ELBOW: “Adrian Lewis is a good example of
the elbow,” says Paul. The aim is to throw in a
clean, straight, almost mechanical movement.
“Like any piece of machinery the fewer parts
moving the fewer things that can go wrong.”
FOLLOW THROUGH: The best darts players
let their hand follow the dart so they end up
pointing at the board. “It’s no different to
football, you don’t kick the ball then slam on
the breaks as that will effect the accuracy.”

the game is practically over.”
Nerves also have a big effect on a
player’s game and there those sportsmen
who are forever destined for the smaller
leagues, because despite their talent they
just cannot play their best game ‘on stage’.
“For whatever reason they haven’t got the
skills to combat getting on the stage with
the crowd and the TV cameras.”

Dartitis (dar-tie-tus)
The unsolved mystery of darts

Dartitis is the biggest mystery of the
darting, if not the sporting, world. A
psychological condition similar to yips in
golf, sufferers suddenly find themselves
completely unable to throw a dart. The
most famous case is Eric Bristow – the
five-time world darts champion otherwise
known as ‘The Crafty Cockney’ – who
discovered in the late 1980s that he
could not release his darts after years of
successful championships.
In 2003 Bristow described how “over
time your action gets slower and slower
and then you just can’t throw at all. My
fluency just went. No one knows how or
why it happens or where it comes from. It
took me about 10 years to get rid of it.”
“It’s the most bizarre thing you could
ever witness,” claims Paul. “I watched a
player at a tournament throw two or three

5ft 8in (1.73m)

The standard height from the floor to the bullseye

7ft 9.25in (2.37m)

The distance between the front of the board and
the toeline.

times and then it was like somebody had
super-glued the dart to his fingers.”
Sadly even if the players are able to
overcome it, the embarrassment and fear
of a repercussion often stops them from
returning to the oche. According to Paul,
however, there have also been cases where
players have taught themselves to play with
their left hand.
“They’ll be throwing with their left hand
with no issue at all, but if they switch back
to their right hand they can’t let go of the
dart – work that one out.”
May 28 to 29. Dubai Duty Free Tennis Stadium, 8pm
to midnight daily, Dhs180. Tel: (05) 53095495.
dubai-darts.com
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